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Top Stories
Two strong earthquakes jolt
Japan
According to the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) two
strong earthquakes with a
magnitude of 6.7 and 6.8
occurred near the west coast of
Honshu, Japan killing eight and
injuring over hundreds.
Home-invaders pose as NYC
police
In two separate incidents, men
posing as members of the New
York Police Department have
invaded and robbed homes in the
New York City area. One incident
involved a sexual assault.
Featured story
Kwik-E-Mart promotion
drawing thousands of visitors
Thousands of such fans
converged on a 7-Eleven store in
Los Angeles to witness that
store's transformation for the
month of July into a Kwik-E-Mart,
a fictional convenience store from
the popular animated television
show.
Wikipedia Current Events
•The President of the United

States George W. Bush and the
President of Poland Lech
Kaczynski agree to proceed with
building a missile defense system
in Europe despite Russian
concerns.

•The President of the United

States announces a Middle East
peace conference in fall involving
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Israel, Palestine and neighboring
countries.

Prefecture. At least seven people
have been killed and over 700
injured.

•Britain expels four Russian

diplomats and suspends visa
negotiations over Russia's failure
to extradite Andrei Lugovoy in
connection with the murder of
Alexander Litvinenko.

•At least 86 people are killed and

136 injured in a car bomb and
truck bomb attacks in Kirkuk,
Iraq.

•China punishes 95 officials for

Home-invaders pose as NYC
police
In two separate incidents, men
posing as members of the New
York Police Department (NYPD),
have invaded homes in the New
York City area. In both cases, they
robbed the residents, but in the
most recent, they sexually
assaulted a woman.

allowing workers and children to
labour in slave-like conditions in
brick kilns.

On Saturday, July 14, at 1:09 a.m.
EDT (UTC-4), four men knocked on
the door of a Yonkers, New York,
•Israel agrees to remove 178
apartment. The 33-year-old male
Palestinian militants from its
that lives there opened the door,
watch list after they sign a pledge as the men outside wore NYPD
renouncing attacks against it.
hats and t-shirts, and had badges
hanging around their necks.
•International Atomic Energy
Agency inspectors confirm the
The men promptly ordered the
closure of the Yongbyon reactor
male victim to the floor. "When
in North Korea.
this guy pushed me, he had a gun
•ATN Bangla television reports
in my face," the victim said. "I
that Bangladeshi police have
could see the other guy. He
arrested former Prime Minister of motioned to the others, come on,
Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina.
let's go, let's go." The intruders
shouted "Where are the drugs?" as
•Dr Mohamed Haneef is granted
they ransacked the apartment.
bail by a Queensland magistrate
on charges of supporting a
Two of the men entered the
terrorist organisation in relation
bedroom and sexually assaulted
to the 2007 Glasgow
the 30-year-old female. The couple
International Airport attack and
the 2007 London car bombs. The has a five-year-old child, who was
sleeping in another bedroom. "The
Australian government later
more I resisted, the more he
revokes his visa.
began to hit me," the woman said.
•A 6.8 magnitude earthquake hits
She said she was sexually
Japan with a tsunami warning
assaulted by two of the men while
being issued in Niigata
her boyfriend was bound and
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guarded.

Litvinenko case. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office has not
“Frightened. Make you think twice named the four Russian diplomats,
before you want to open the door, but according to the BBC, they are
you know” —Neighbor in East New intelligence officers.
York
“London's position is immoral”
Police said the men then left with a —Mikhail Kamynin
cell phone, a laptop computer, a
diamond ring and a gold chain.
Russia has refused to extradite the
Police do not believe that they
main suspect, Andrei Lugovoi, in
were real officers. As of this
the Litvinenko murder case, who is
afternoon, no arrests have been
a Russian citizen. Under the
made.
"European Convention on
Extradition 1957", Russia has the
On Thursday, July 5, shortly after right to refuse the extradition of
six p.m. in the East New York
their citizens.
neighborhood of Brooklyn five men
knocked on the door claiming to be Prime Minister Gordon Brown said
"the police." When the victims
he had "no apologies for the action
opened the door, they pushed their we have taken" in expelling the
way in demanding the family give diplomats. It is necessary to send
them drugs and money.
a "clear and proportionate signal"
to Russia, about how seriously the
When police responded to a call
UK regards the matter.
reporting a robbery, they found
the family, husband, wife and their “No apologies for the action we
daughter, tied up. The man
have taken.” —Gordon Brown
suffered a head injury when he
was pistol-whipped. Police say the Russia said it would prompt
robbers got away with a camera,
retaliation because "London's
jewelry, and US$5,000 in currency. position is immoral". Mikhail
Kamynin, spokesperson for the
Neighbors told NY1 that they were Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia
stunned. "Frightened. Make you
said: "Moreover, in London they
think twice before you want to
should clearly realise that such
open the door, you know," said one provocative actions masterminded
of the neighbors. "Now you be
by the British authorities will not
asking for all this ID and stuff and be left without an answer and
even still you're going to wonder,
cannot but entail the most serious
are they for real? So it's kind of
consequences for Russian-British
scary."
relations"
There is no word about whether
the two cases are connected.
Yonkers is on the border of New
York City, but is outside the
jurisdiction of the NYPD.
United Kingdom expels four
Russian diplomats
The United Kingdom is expelling
four Russian diplomats in the
extradiction row in the Alexander

Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs David
Miliband said: "This is a situation
the government has not sought
and does not welcome. But we
have no choice but to address it."
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According to Miliband, co-operation
with Russia on a range of issues is
under review.
Two strong earthquakes jolt
Japan
According to the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), at least
two strong earthquakes with a
magnitude of 6.7 and 6.8 rocked
the west coast of Honshu, Japan
killing 8 people and injuring
hundreds.
A two hour fire was reported at the
Kashiwazaki Nuclear Power Plant
inside the number 6 reactor, which
is the biggest nuclear power
facility in the world, which caused
radioactive water to leak into the
sea. Officials at the plant state
that the water will cause no
damage to the surrounding
environment.
The epicenter of the first quake
was located 65 km (40 miles)
southwest of Niigata city, a major
city on the west coast of Honshu,
of 55.4 km (34.4 miles). The
second quake, a 6.8, was recorded
almost 12 hours later
approximately 140 km (90 miles)
northwest of Fukui Island, Honshu,
Japan and had a depth of 350.7
km (217.9 miles).
"Many people told me they want to
return to their normal lives as
quickly as possible. The
government will make every effort
to help with recovery," said
Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzo
Abe.

The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center says that no major
tsunamis are expected, but small
Miliband indicated that Russia is an waves could impact areas locally
important ally and the situation
close to the epicenter.Small, 50
was one that Britain has "not
centimeter tsunamis "were
sought and does not welcome."
reported on coastal areas close to
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epicenter," said a statement on the
USGS website which also added
that in Kashiwazaki, "buildings
collapsed, roads and bridges were
damaged." The USGS says that
damage is "moderate to heavy."
"A strong earthquake has
occurred, but a tsunami is not
expected along the California,
Oregon, Washington, British
Columbia, or Alaska coast. No
tsunami warning or watch is in
effect for these areas," added the
NOAA statement.
Erica Powell, Nkrumah's
private secretary dies
Erica Powell OBE, who was the
Private Secretary to Kwame
Nkrumah, President of Ghana and
later to Siaka Stevens, President of
Sierra Leone, died last month at
the age of 86. She died at
Peterborough on June 5, 2007.
She was made an MBE in 1958
and OBE in 1960.
Erica was born on March 15, 1921
at Brighton in Sussex England into
a middle class family. She trained
as a secretary and then as a
teacher. She worked with Barclays
Bank during World War II. She was
the top candidate in the 1940
London Chamber of Commerce
Shorthand and Typewriting exams.
In February 1952, the Crown
Agents for the Colonies offered her
the position of "Private Secretary
(Female)/Gold Coast" which later
became the title of her
autobiography. She ended up
working as the Private Secretary to
the Governor of the Gold Coast, Sir
Charles Arden-Clarke. While
working for the Governor, she
became a close friend and
confidant of Kwame Nkrumah,
then bidding for Ghana's
independence from the United
Kingdom. Her closeness to
Nkrumah led to her being
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dismissed in 1954 and being sent
back to the UK.
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Australian Immigration minister
Kevin Andrews said he believed Dr
Powell returned in January 1955 to Haneef had failed a character test,
work for Kwame Nkrumah, a
which allows him to cancel
position she held till 1965, a year
Haneef's visa under immigration
before his overthrow. Her close
laws. "I reasonably suspect that he
relationship and loyalty to
has or has had an association with
Nkrumah bred a lot of rumours
persons engaged in criminal
both in Ghana and the UK. It also activity, criminal conduct, namely
brought a lot of resentment from
terrorism in the UK," said Mr
various quarters. She kept in
Andrews.
contact with Nkrumah while he
was in exile in Guinea until his
Mr Andrews said Haneef would be
death in April, 1972.
detained in Brisbane pending his
charges being dealt until
She later worked for Siaka Stevens arrangements can be made to
as his private secretary from 1970 move him to Villawood Detention
to 1979. She attended Nkrumah's Centre in Sydney.
funeral in 1972 as part of the
official Sierra Leone delegation.
A certificate notifying the
government of Haneef's charges
Australia: Indian doctor
will be issued by the Australian
released on bail, detained
Federal Police, which will allow the
under immigration laws
government to detain Haneef in
After being charged on Saturday
immigration detention while his
and having his bail hearing
charges are being dealt with.
adjourned until today, Indian
doctor Mohamed Haneef has been Minister Andrews defended his
granted bail for allegedly
decision claiming it was his
supporting terrorists. The
responsibility to cancel Haneef's
Australian federal government has visa. Andrews said that Haneef has
since cancelled Dr Haneef's work
or has had an association with
visa, causing him to be held in
people involved in criminal conduct
immigration detention.
and this constitutes failure of a
character test.
Haneef was charged with providing
support to a terrorist organisation When questioned on whether or
after a SIM card registered to him not his decision was an indirect
was found in the possession of an revocation of Haneef's bail the
alleged terror bomber in the UK. It immigration minister said "The
is claimed that the two alleged
magistrate in Brisbane has a set of
bombers are distant cousins of Dr responsibilities which she has
Haneef's.
carried out and I'm making no
comment whatsoever on the
Dr Haneef was granted AU$10,000 magistrate or any decision made
bail in the Brisbane Magistrate's
by the magistrate".
Court where the magistrate said
that Haneef had no known links to When Haneef's criminal charges
a terrorist organisation and that
have been dealt with, the
there were no allegations that the minister's move means that he will
SIM card had been used in the
be deported when he is acquitted
planned attacks on Glasgow and
or upon the completion of any
London.
sentence imposed.
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Haneef will reappear in court on
August 31.
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get others in on his enthusiasm:,
though a friend declined his
invitation to visit the themed store
Kwik-E-Mart promotion
since it "wasn't a big deal." After
drawing thousands of visitors
driving all the way he was
As part of a marketing campaign
prepared to wait at least a half an
for an upcoming feature film based hour in the line: his patience likely
on the long-running TV series,
tested as he was not even halftwelve of more than 6,000 U.S.
way to the entrance 20 minutes
and Canadian 7-Eleven stores
after lining up.
were effectively converted into the
fictional store: the store signs and Despite the wait and the busy
banners, colors, employees'
atmosphere, the set up was visibly
uniforms and even merchandise
enjoyable for visitors to the
were changed to match those
location. Families and groups of
shown on TV. Stores were outfitted friends lined up to take pictures in
with Simpsons-themed window
front of plastic 3D models of
displays, cardboard cutouts of the Simpsons' characters on the wall
show's characters, and carried
of the store building. Even the
such cartoon staples as Squishees neighbors put up with the circus:
and pink donuts that matched
living just around the corner,
those favored by one of the title
Sharla walked over to the store
characters, Homer Simpson.
and waited in line 20 minutes to
get a pink movie donut and a
While initial reports indicated that drink. She had only positive things
sales at the converted locations
to say about the visit to the store,
were up by 30%, the scene this
categorizing the whole experience
weekend at the Los Angeles
as fun.
location left little doubt that the
promotion was working — at least UK transport firm Metronet
for 7-Eleven. The Los Angeles
facing administration
store was half-encircled by a line
Transport company Metronet, the
of well over a hundred would-be
firm responsible for upgrading
visitors waiting over a half an hour three-quarters of London tube
to go inside the convenience store. system, is facing administration
A security guard controlled the
following a preliminary decision
crowd, letting only about 15
from rail arbiter Chris Bolt which
people visit the store at a time. As limits the amount that London
7-Eleven stores operate 24 hours, Underground (TfL) is obliged to
this crowd control measure was a pay for cost overruns to £121
round-the-clock operation, with
million. The company had asked
thousands of visitors showing up in for £551m.
a course of a day in a neverending line.
The arbitrations follows a row over
who should pay for the overspend,
One of the people in line was
estimated at between £1.2bn and
William, a young man from
£2bn in total. Metronet have
Hacienda Heights, California, who claimed that the costs are due to
had heard about the fact that
changing requirements from TfL.
there was a Kwik-E-Mart from a
This was disputed however by TfL
friend. Driving more than 30 miles and the Mayor of London, who has
just to visit a store, he was looking said previously that the costs were
forward to seeing what the store
due to "management
had changed. He was unable to
incompetence".
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The Mayor of London, Ken
Livingstone, has previously stated
that he will not give Metronet one
penny more than he is legally
obliged to, and that if they go into
administration TfL will step in and
take control.
The company was awarded the
tube contract under a Publicprivate partnership arrangement,
which was a central policy of the
Labour government, but fiercely
(and legally) contested by the
London Mayor.
The Metronet board have said they
are considering their position and
will make a statement later today
or tomorrow.
AFC Asian Cup: Iran draw with
China, Bahrain defeat Korea
Iran have scored late to draw 2-2
with China in their 2007 AFC Asian
Cup Group C fixture.
China made a dominant start over
the Iranians, and were rewarded
on five minutes when Shao Jiayi
struck a curling free kick into the
top-left hand corner of the goal,
despite Iranian goalkeeper Hassan
Roudbarian getting one hand to
the shot.
Mao Jianqing then doubled China's
advantage after thirty-six minutes.
A defensive error saw an Iranian
central defender become attracted
to the ball rather than the
attackers, and Zheng Zhi crossed
a ball from the right which found
Mao. He took a touch off his chest
and then struck the half-volley into
the bottom-left hand corner.
Iran managed to equalize just
before the break. A free kick was
awarded to the Iranian team
twenty-five yards out from China's
goal, and after a short lay-off,
Zandi struck a curling strike which
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beat a diving Li Leilei in the China
goal.
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the Saudi Arabians to progress.

Spanish police arrest 66 in
The Iranians then found an
child pornography raid
equalizer. Captain Mehdi
The Spanish and German police,
Mahdavikia swung a ball in from
with support from INTERPOL,
the right hand side of the field
conducted a 10 month
after a corner was taken short,
investigation that used over 300
and Nekounam jumped high at the agents and 45 different
near post to put Iran level after
courthouses located in 40 of
seventy-three minutes.
Spain's provinces, which resulted
in the arrest of 66 out of 85 people
Iran will play Malaysia and China
involved in a huge online child
meet Uzbekistan in the final
pornography ring.
matches of the group. Given
Malaysia's form in the tournament The suspects' computers were
to date, it is likely that Iran will
searched, and police uncovered
defeat the co-hosts. If this occurs, over 48 million photographs and
or Malaysia holds Iran to a draw,
video. One caught in the
Uzbekistan must defeat China to
investigation had 21 separate hard
progress to the quarter-finals,
drive discs full of content.
whilst a draw would be enough for
the Chinese. Malaysia cannot
Officials say that on some of the
mathematically make the next
websites the child pornography
round.
was posted. There were over
5,000 downloads of the images
In Group D, Bahrain have scored
and video on those sites.
late to defeat Korea Republic 2-1.
The people arrested are being
Kim Do-Heon put the Koreans one questioned to see if they had any
goal up after just four minutes
part in the abuse of any of the
after Bahrain failed to clear a free children in the videos and images.
kick properly. However, two
minutes before half time, Salman US congressman causes
Isa put Bahrain level after a free
controversy by comparing Bush
kick by Mohamed Hosain found Isa to Hitler
on the back post.
Freshman Congressman Keith
Ellison (D-MN), the only Muslim in
The Koreans were the more
the U.S. Congress, has caused
agressive team in the second half, controversy after comparing
but failed to finish their chances.
President Bush to Adolf Hilter, and
In the eighty-fifth minute, Bahrain suggesting that the Bush
found the winner when Ismaeel
Administration may have been
Abdullatif capitalized on a
complicit in the terror attacks of
defensive mistake by Kim Jung9/11.
woo to score.
Speaking to a group of atheists in
Korea must beat Indonesia at the his home district in Minnesota,
Bung Karno Stadium, Jakarta two Ellison equated the 9/11 attacks
goals or more and have the result and aftermath to the 1933
of the other game, between
Reichstag fire in Germany, which
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, not end helped cement Hitler's power.
in a draw to progress to the
quarter-finals. Bahrain must defeat He carefully parsed his words
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stating that he would not 'accuse'
the Bush Administration of
planning 9/11 because "you know,
that's how they put you in the nutball box - dismiss you".
Ellison, a co-sponsor of a bill to
impeach Cheney for "high crimes
and misdemeanors," described the
Vice President as "the very
definition of totalitarianism,
authoritarianism and dictatorship"
and further condemned his refusal
to answer Congress' questions.
Ellison's promise: "You'll always
find this Muslim standing up for
your right to be atheists all you
want," reportedly "raised
eyebrows" among the 300 present.
Ellison later clarified that he
believes that Osama bin Laden was
in fact responsible for the attacks
of 9/11.
Condemnation came quickly with
Republican Mark Drake of Ellison's
home state saying: "To compare
the democratically elected leader
of the United States of America to
Hitler is an absolute moral outrage
which trivialises the horrors of Nazi
Germany."
Correction: An earlier version of
this article erroneously claimed
that Ellison criticized Cheney for
"refusing to testify to Congress."
This is inaccurate. The V.P's office
refused to turn over documents
and information requested by
Congress. Wikinews and the writer
responsible for this error apologize
for the mistake.
Researchers to launch
expedition to find remains of
Amelia Earhart
Fifteen researchers are planning to
take part in a new expedition in an
attempt to solve the 70 year-old
mystery of Amelia Earhart, a
female pilot who disappeared in
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1937 after an attempt to fly
around the globe.
The team will be lead by Ric
Gillespie, a researcher at The
International Group for Historic
Aircraft Recovery, who plans on
searching the uninhabited island of
Nikumaroro for the remains of
Earhart's plane and her navigator,
Fred Noonan.
"You can sit around and write
books and kick theories around all
day. In the end, in archaeology,
the ground will tell you the truth,"
said Gillespie's wife, Pat Thrasher.
In 1937, Nikumaroro was known
as Garner Island, and Gillespie
believes that Earhart's plane
crashed on the island while Earhart
was trying to fly around the globe
in her Lockheed 10E Electra.
Earhart was supposed to finish her
journey and land on Howland
Island, but never arrived, and to
this day, no trace of her remains
or Noonan's, or of the plane have
ever been found, but some
remains of skeletons found in
1940, pieces of woman shoes and
equipment have been recovered in
previous trips to the island and
Gillespie says that those remains
are consistent with Earhart and
what her plane would have been
carrying at the time it
disappeared.
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Earhart and Noonan would likely
have survived "weeks or months"
after the crash, but later died of
starvation, lack of fresh water, or
may have been severely ill.
The team hopes to begin the trip
at the end of July or early August,
not long after July 24, which is the
110th anniversary of Earhart's
birth, and coincides with her
disappearance on July 2, 1937.
The expedition will take
approximately 17 days to
complete.
Today in History
1762 – Peter III was killed at
Ropsha, a few days after he was
deposed as Emperor of Russia and
replaced by his wife Catherine II.
1815 – Napoleonic Wars: Napoléon
made his formal surrender to
British forces on board the HMS
Bellerophon off the port of
Rochefort, France, ending the
Hundred Days.
1936 – Nationalist rebels in Spain
attempted a coup d'etat against
the Second Spanish Republic,
commencing the Spanish Civil War.
1945 – Winston Churchill, Joseph
Stalin and Harry S. Truman met at
the Potsdam Conference to decide
how to administer post-World War
II Germany.
1998 – Biologists reported in the
scientific journal Science how they
sequenced the genome of
Treponema pallidum, the
bacterium that causes syphilis.
July 17 is Constitution Day in
South Korea (1948).

The new expedition is centered
around radio distress calls that are
said to have been made by Earhart
just before her plane went
missing, but many researchers
Quote of the Day
consider the transmissions an
Maintain a constant watch at all
elaborate hoax. However; Gillespie times against a dogmatical spirit:
says that when Earhart's plane ran
fix not your assent to any
out of fuel, Nikumaroro Island
proposition in a firm and
would have been the closest place
unalterable manner, till you have
to land. Nikumaroro is
some firm and unalterable ground
approximately 2½ miles long, and
for it, and till you have arrived at
about 350 miles south of Howland
some clear and sure evidence.
Island. Gillespie says that both
~ Isaac Watts
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Word of the Day
phlegmatic; adj
1. Not easily excited to action
or passion; calm; sluggish.
2. (archaic) Abounding in
phlegm, as in "phlegmatic
humors".
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